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2012 UNAIDS Global Report On the AIDS Epidemic

By : UNAIDS
The most authoritative data on the state of the AIDS epidemic around the world. The 2012 UNAIDS Report on the global AIDS epidemic is the leading source of authoritative information about the state of HIV and AIDS worldwide. It contains information from 186 countries, giving it more timely data than any other health issue. This report provides a comprehensive analysis of the AIDS epidemic and response. It measures progress towards the 10 targets and elimination areas agreed by UN Member States in their 2011 Political Declaration on HIV and AIDS. An essential resource for anyone seeking clear and accurate information including scholars, policymakers and advocates for improved responses to the complex challenges of the AIDS epidemic.
Klinische Pathophysiologie

By: Hubert Erich Blum & Dirk Müller-Wieland


Insane Consequences

By: DJ Jaffe

This well-researched and highly critical examination of the state of our mental health system by the industry's most relentless critic presents a new and controversial explanation as to why--in spite of spending $147 billion annually--140,000 seriously mentally ill are homeless, 390,000 are incarcerated, and even educated, tenacious, and caring people can't get treatment for their mentally ill loved ones. DJ Jaffe blames the mental health industry and the government for shunning the 10 million adults who are the most seriously mentally ill--mainly those who suffer from schizophrenia and severe bipolar disorder--and, instead, working to improve "mental wellness" in 43 million others, many of whom are barely symptomatic. Using industry and government documents, scientific journals, and anecdotes from his thirty years of advocacy, Jaffe documents the insane consequences of these industry-driven policies: psychiatric hospitals for the seriously ill are still being closed; involuntary commitment criteria are being narrowed to the point where laws now require violence rather than prevent it; the public is endangered; and the mentally ill and their families are forced to suffer. Insane Consequences proposes smart, compassionate, affordable, and sweeping reforms designed to send the most seriously ill to the head of the line for services rather than to jails, shelters, prisons, and morgues. It lays out a road map to spend less on mental "health" and more on mental "illness"--replace mission creep with mission control and return the mental health system to a focus on the most seriously ill. It is not money that is lacking; it's leadership. This book is a must-read for anyone who works in the mental health industry or cares about the mentally ill, violence, homelessness, incarceration, or public policy.

Medicina Fetal

By: Febrasgo

É o primeiro livro da Série FEBRASGO. A escolher por ter, nesta área de atuação, nosso primeiro livro, considera o enfoque multidisciplinar do produto conceptual cuja ação primaria de atenção deve ser dispensada à mãe. Assim, na apresentação deste livro, gostaria de estabelecer o termo Medicina Materno-Fetal, pois como ginecologista e tocólogo de longa data, não consebo o feto sem a mãe, nem a medicina fetal sem a obstetrícia, em especial, a de alto risco. Desta forma, a Medicina Materno-Fetal tornou-se um braço importante da obstetrícia moderna e passou a abranger outras áreas afins, incluindo a genética, a teratologia, o diagnóstico por imagem, a endocrinologia e a fisiologia materno-fetal. O feto outra inacessível ao obstetra/perinatologista, tinha sua assistência médica dispensada, exclusivamente, à mãe com a esperança de que a simples melhoria das condições maternas beneficiaria o estado de saúde fetal. Nos últimos anos, o concepto tornou-se
The Meaning of Illness is Now an Open Book, Cross-referencing Illness and Issues

By : Bruce Dickson

Table of Contents - Illness as a healing metaphor. - Willingness to heal is the pre-requisite to heal - What I see as a practicing Medical Intuitive - Summary of some very recent protocols and methods of connecting the dots between illnesses and issues. Chapter I ~ Everything is a healing metaphor Everything is a healing metaphor Why is everything in life a healing metaphor? I don't like the idea! Waking up your imagination "I hate my illness and wish it were gone" A book of open secrets Connect the dots between issues and illnesses 90% of physical disease tracks back to our unconscious Chronic, immune and degenerative disease processes Chapter II ~ Literature that cross-references illness & issues Louise Hay, 1976 Caroline Myss, 1987 Your Body Speaks Your Mind Meridian Metaphors, Psychology of the Meridians & Major Organs Messages from the Body by Michael Lincoln (2016, latest ed, also eBook) Chapter III ~ How do Medical Intuitives get such good results? So how does one become a MI? Finding your undelivered blessings Prayer and Grace works about 10% of the time Confidentiality, being spirit-led The Law of Gentleness for Healers Intuition is sacred life Sample testimonial, see more online Chapter IV ~ Some illness metaphors Cancer and tumors in general Stroke SIDS Autism Alzheimer's ADHD, Attention deficit, Hyperactive disorder Chapter V ~ Proposed Wikipedia page upgrade on “Medical Intuitive” Definition Overview Cellular theory of wellness, cellular awakening How clairvoyant are MIs? Use of muscle testing & self-testing Willingness to heal History of Medical Intuitives Future Comparison with “health intuitive” Comparison with “psychic fortune tellers” Comparison with “shamans” Comparison with “mediums and channelers” Comparison with energy medicine Comparison with “mystics” Comparison with faith healers Client safety issues Practitioner safety and burnout issues Training opportunities Footnotes Links How does a Medical Intuitive work? Your immune system is the expert on your body, not the rational mind. Author Bruce Dickson's most advanced work is in Holistic Brain Balance. He's been supporting clients professionally since 2001.

Soigner par l'hypnose

By : Gérard Salem, Éric Bonvin & Annie

L'hypnose est aujourd'hui reconnue comme thérapie pour de nombreuses applications, notamment le traitement des douleurs rebelles (angoisses, phobies, troubles du sommeil, etc.). Nombre de médecins, psychiatres, psychologues, mais aussi généralistes, pédiatres et anesthésistes recourent à cette pratique. Sur le plan théorique, l'hypnose a bénéficié des acquisitions des neurosciences, de la psychiatrie et des recherches dans le domaine de la communication. Soigner par l'hypnose présente les fondements ainsi que l'intérêt thérapeutique de l'hypnose : - la première partie de l'ouvrage expose les principes théoriques de la pratique de l'hypnothérapie (historique, techniques, atouts,
limites) ; - la deuxième partie, plus pratique, est une «boîte à outils» thérapeutique (inductions, suggestions, stratégies) illustrée par de nombreux exemples ; - enfin, dans la troisième partie, les champs de signification de l'hypnose sont élargis à la psychothérapie, la psychiatrie, la physiologie de la mémoire et la sophrologie. Cette cinquième édition a été remaniée, mise à jour et enrichie de nouvelles acquisitions en hypnotherapie. C'est notamment le cas en ce qui concerne l'historique, le chapitre « Hypnose et thérapie familiale » et la boîte à outils (avec une technique intitulée le colloque invisible et une nouvelle approche de l'hypnose en groupe ). L'appareil de notes et la bibliographie ont gagné plus d'une cinquantaine de nouvelles références liées aux développements contemporains de l'hypnothérapie. Cette quatrième édition, mise à jour, est enrichie de trois nouveaux chapitres qui présentent les combinaisons possibles de l'hypnose et de la thérapie familiale ; la référence au tiers invisible dans la relation hypnotique ; enfin, l'usage possible de l'hypnose auprès de patients souffrant de psychose chronique.

**Oxford Textbook of Medical Mycology**

By : *Christopher C. Kibbler, Richard Bar*

Part of the Oxford Textbook in Infectious Disease and Microbiology series, this comprehensive reference unites the science and medicine of human fungal disease. Written by a leading group of international authors, topics include recent developments in taxonomy, fungal genetics and other "omics", epidemiology, pathogenesis, and immunology.

**Le vocabulaire médical des AS/AP/AMP**

By : *Alain Ramé, Françoise Bourgeois &*

Que signifie streptococcie ? Le vitiligo est-il une pathologie dermatologique ou digestive ? Qu'est-ce qu'une vésiculite ? Où se situe l' antéhypophyse et que signifie ce terme ? Bien souvent, la connaissance des préfixes et suffixes, ou de l'étymologie des mots, permet de mieux comprendre, retenir, ou même deviner le sens des termes médicaux les plus compliqués. Ce livre vous permettra donc de répondre à toutes ces questions, en définissant et expliquant l'origine des termes médicaux et des expressions employées par les aides-soignants, les auxiliaires de puériculture et les aides médico-psychologiques dans les services de soins. Il se découpe en 3 parties : - les affixes, où est présentée la signification des principaux suffixes et préfixes rencontrés dans le domaine paramédical ; - le vocabulaire par spécialité médicale, qui permet d'acquérir, par le biais de schémas légendés, les connaissances sur l'ensemble des spécialités ; - un lexique exhaustif des termes professionnels, qui garantit un accès rapide et facile aux définitions. Cet ouvrage didactique et pratique mis à jour et augmenté familiarisera les aides-soignants, les auxiliaires de puériculture et les aides médicopsychologiques avec les termes indispensables à leur profession. Aide précieuse pour la formation et les stages, il leur permettra de participer aux transmissions et d'acquérir une aisance dans la compréhension du vocabulaire quotidien en services de soins. Comprendre le vocabulaire quotidien en services de soins - La signification des principaux suffixes et préfixes rencontrés dans le domaine paramédical. - Acquérir le vocabulaire des spécialités par le biais de schémas légendés. - Un lexique exhaustif des termes professionnels pour un accès rapide et facile aux définitions.

**Physician Assistant Board Review**

By : *James Van Rhee MS, PA-C*

Physician Assistant Board Review, the well-received and highly organized medical reference book, returns with an updated edition that reflects the material covered in your exams. Whether preparing for the PANCE or PANRE, PAs of all experience levels will appreciate the concise format and comprehensive coverage of important topics. Well-organized, test-question format simplifies preparation for the boards. Sections covering various test-taking techniques aim to help you increase your score. Concise outline format covers the entire scope of the PANCE and PANRE. A brand-new
section on pharmacology highlights the latest knowledge in the field. Updated psychiatry and cardiac sections reflect new DSM criteria and hypertension guidelines. Over 200 tables and figures provide a visual aid for review. Medicine eBook is accessible on a variety of devices.

**From Hysteria to Hormones**

By: **Amy Koerber**

In *From Hysteria to Hormones*, Amy Koerber examines the rhetorical activity that preceded the early twentieth-century emergence of the word hormone and the impact of this word on expert understandings of women’s health. Shortly after Ernest Henry Starling coined the term “hormone” in 1905, hormones began to provide a chemical explanation for bodily phenomena that were previously understood in terms of “wandering wombs,” humors, energies, and balance. In this study, Koerber posits that the discovery of hormones was not so much a revolution as an exigency that required old ways of thinking to be twisted, reshaped, and transformed to fit more scientific turn-of-the-century expectations of medical practices. She engages with texts from a wide array of medical and social scientific subdisciplines; with material from medical archives, including patient charts, handwritten notes, and photographs from the Salpétrière Hospital, where Dr. Jean Charcot treated hundreds of hysteria patients in the late nineteenth century; and with current rhetorical theoretical approaches to the study of health and medicine. In doing so, Koerber shows that the boundary between older, nonscientific ways of understanding women’s bodies and newer, scientific understandings is much murkier than we might expect. A clarifying examination of how the term “hormones” preserves key concepts that have framed our understanding of women’s bodies from ancient times to the present, this innovative book illuminates the ways in which the words we use today to discuss female reproductive health aren’t nearly as scientifically accurate or socially progressive as believed. Scholars of rhetoric, gender studies, and women’s health will find Koerber’s work provocative and valuable.
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